173 Horseless Horse  

Members are not required to have access to a horse for this project. This project may be repeated a maximum of 3 times.

   a. Explore at least four (4) interest areas, completing all activities within each of those interest areas.
   b. If repeating the project, four (4) new interest areas must be completed.

2. Take part in at least two (2) Organized Activities (Page 4).

3. Become involved in at least two (2) Leadership/Citizenship Activities (Page 5).

4. Write a one page report telling about what you have done and learned in this project.

5. Bring to Interview Judging:
   b. One page report.
   c. Be prepared to discuss:
      i. Information presented in the interest areas you completed.
      ii. Your experiences with the activities.
      iii. The Organized Activities and Leadership/Citizenship Activities you took part in.

6. Fair exhibit:
   a. An educational display or 14" W x 22" H poster (presented at Interview Judging) illustrating and describing some aspect of your project. Project book does not qualify as an exhibit.
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